to reconstruct the loop shape starting from stereoscopically determined 3D points, which 7 sample the loop length, by the Principal Component Analysis. This method is shown to 8 retrieve in an easy way the main parameters that define loop, e.g. the minor and major axes, 9 the loop plane, the azimuthal and inclination angles, for the special case of a coplanar loop. 
Introduction

12
Dynamics of the uppermost part of the atmosphere of the Sun, known as the solar corona, is one of 1 A description is given at the following link, as well: http://www.lmsal.com/ ∼ aschwand/software/loopgeo/loopgeo tutorial1.html 2 The procedures can be downloaded with SSW or viewed at http://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssw/stereo/secchi/idl/display/scc measure.pro and http://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssw/stereo/secchi/idl/display/sunloop/sunloop.pro proposed a fitting approach of loops by cubic Bézier curves, in order to distinguish between competing 72 models for the magnetic field topology.
73
In this paper, we propose a new method allowing to get the 3D shape of a loop by stereoscopic Given a set of N 3D data points x i = (x i , y i , z i ) (we use for simplicity the HEEQ system), which sample the loop shape and is represented by an N × 3 matrix X, we can build the sample covariance matrix S, defined as
where
, with q = {x, y, z} andq the mean, identified as the centre C = (x,ȳ,z) of the loop. Now, we would like to put in a new reference frame, whose axes maximise the variances and minimise the covariances of the points, and have means equal to zero. This is equivalent to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors that diagonalise the matrix S in a matrix Λ. Let us obtain the eigenvalues and sort them in the ascending order, as
The corresponding eigenvectors will be e n , e a , e b , whose components are relative to the original frame. Thus, the matrix 
defines the basis change X = EX l + C, and diagonalises S as Λ = E T SE (since E is the basis change
.., N, are the coordinates of the data points in the new reference frame (they are also called "scores" in PC analysis); the eigenvector e n locates the normal to the loop plane, e a is directed like the minor axis of the ellipse, and e b like the major one. The axes values are related to the variance as:
Indeed, since we have defined the covariance matrix S without dividing its elements by N, this should be done for the eigenvalues (the eigenvectors remain the same despite of normalisation of S). A further justification for the presence of the factor √ 2 is given in Appendix A.1. The "fitted" loop can be traced starting from the parametric equations of an ellipse: (5) with t = [0, 2π], then, transformed in HEEQ coordinates x e , y e , z e by the basis change with the matrix E.
91
Those points whose squared distance satisfies the condition r 2 = x 2 e + y curve.
93
We can look at how much of the total variance of the data points is counted by each single eigenvalue.
94
Let Λ be the total variance defined as
gives an indication of how much of the "energy" is carried out by λ i . According to plane. This is equivalent to say that we have reduced the dimensionality of the data set, by projecting it 98 into a subspace, that is the 2D plane of the loop.
99
We can obtain the inclination and azimuth angles from the orientation of the loop plane in space. The inclination angle is defined as the angle between the normal to the solar surface and the loop plane. By considering the vector e n , normal to the loop plane, we can find the inclination angle as
where e r is the normal, directed in the radial directions. The azimuthal angle is defined as the angle formed by the intersection of the loop baseline with the East-West solar direction, represented by the longitudinal vector e φ . So the azimuthal angle can be found as:
The errors of the fitting can be estimated from the "scores" and their distance d from the fitted
We overplotted the data points and the reconstructed loop over the AR seen three days later, on 30th Also, the loop shape determines the variation of the column depth along the loop in different phases of 157 kink oscillations, and hence the distribution and dynamics of the LOS-integrated intensity of the loop.
158
The previous approach to 3D reconstruction is based on fitting stereoscopic 3D tie-points, taken along can be made by a simple step by step process. The technique we developed can be summarised in the 172 followings steps:
173
• measurement of a sample of 3D tie-points which outline the loop shape from two different LOS;
174
• calculation of the sample covariance matrix S of the 3D points;
175
• determination of the 3 pairs of eigenvalue/eigenvectors λ i /e i , which identify the new reference 176 frame relative to the loop, sorted in ascending order;
177
• the smallest eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvector is associated with the normal to the 178 loop plane;
179
• the largest eigenvalue/eigenvector locates the major axis, and the remaining the minor axis 180 according to (4);
181
• determination of the inclination and azimuth angles according to (6) and (7);
182
• loop tracing with the parametric equation (5) and transformation in the original coordinates system 183 HEEQ.
184
The determination of the set of three vectors e n , e a , e b , which constitutes the new basis for the reference 
198
These issues, as well as refinements of the technique by PC analysis, could be object of a future work.
199
A. Appendix
200
A.1. Coronal loops as a bivariate normal distribution
201
The distribution of 3D points that identifies coronal loops, can be regarded as a case of multivariate normal distribution [see Chapter 4 and 8 of 27]. The univariate normal distribution, with the mean µ and variance σ 2 , has the probability density function
where the term
measures the squared distance from x to µ in the standard deviation units. For N observations of a vector x, this can be represented by:
with µ being the expected value and Σ being the variance-covariance matrix of the x observations (the apex indicates the complex conjugate of (x − µ), similarly in the next equations as well). The above quantity for a multivariate distributions represents the contour of constant density probability at specific values k 2 , or the surface of an ellipsoid centred in µ. In our case, given the x i observations, the centre C, and the sample covariance matrix S, we have
because of the principal components reduction. So, if we expand the right side of (11), we get the equation of a 3D ellipsoid:
Since the eigenvalues λ n do not significantly contribute to the total variance, they can be eliminated, and we get the equation of an ellipse in the canonical form, with
A.2. Error estimations
202
The errors in the fitting can be estimated from the "scores" or the distance from the fitted curve. Let x l = (x l,a , x l,b , x l,n ) be the data point in the loop reference frame, and x e = (x e,a , x e,b , x e,n ) a point of the fitted curve (that should be determined). The squared distance d 2 will be
Let us normalise the distance along the axes to the radii a and b,
Now we have reduced the loop to a circumference of radius 1. The coordinatesx e,a andx e,b will be respectively equal to the cosine and sine of the angle spotted by the point (x l,a ,x l,b ), so that, we rewrite asx 
and, hence: 
The standard deviation along a, b, and n can be estimated as 
The uncertainty of the length can be expressed as:
(cos γ i − cos γ i−1 )
For very good fittings, we obtained the uncertainties σ a /a and σ b /b of the order of 3-5%, so that the 206 loop length error should be less than 8 %.
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